Electrospun MXene/carbon nanofibers as supercapacitor electrodes†
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Free-standing Ti3C2T, MXene/carbon nanofibers are prepared via electrospinning Ti3C2T, MXene flakes with polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and carbonizing the fiber networks. Using this simple fabrication method, delaminated MXene flakes are embedded within carbon nanofibers and these fiber mats are used as electrodes without binders or additives. Unlike coated electrodes, which may suffer from the active material delaminating from the substrate during folding or bending, composite electrodes are stable and durable. Previous attempts to incorporate Ti3C2T, MXene into electrospun fibers resulted in low mass loadings, ~1 wt% Ti3C2T, MXene. In this work, MXene flakes are added into PAN solutions at a weight ratio of 2 : 1 (MXene : PAN) in the spinning dope, producing fiber mats with up to 35 wt% MXene. Composite electrodes have high areal capacitance, up to 205 mF cm−2 at 50 mV s−1, almost three times that of pure carbonized PAN nanofibers (70 mF cm−2 at 50 mV s−1). Compared with electrospun nanofibers spray-coated with Ti3C2T, these composite fibers exhibit double the areal capacitance at 10 mV s−1. This method can be used to produce MXene composite fibers using a variety of polymers, which have potential applications beyond energy storage, including filtration, adsorption, and electrocatalysis, where fibers with high aspect ratio, accessible surface, and porosity are desirable.

1 Introduction

Due to the excellent conductivity (up to 10 000 S cm−1 as a freestanding film), high electrochemical activity, and high specific surface area of 2D transition metal carbides and nitrides (MXenes), there is much interest in developing MXene fibers for smart textile applications. These applications include energy storage devices for powering wearable electronics, energy harvesting devices for generating power, and wearable antennas for wireless communication. MXenes are a large family of two-dimensional transition metal carbides and nitrides with the general formula M_{x−y}X_{y}T_{z}, where M is an early transition metal, X is carbon and/or nitrogen and Tz is surface functional termination such as –OH, –F, –O. As a result of their surface terminations, MXenes are hydrophilic and can easily form stable colloidal solutions for processing into various architectures. For instance, Ti3C2T, MXene, the most studied material in the family to date, is commonly used as a free-standing film, powder, coating, or ink for applications including energy storage, electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding, and optoelectronics, amongst others.

Recently, several works have been published on coating Ti3C2T, MXene onto fibers for wearable energy storage applications. However, there are two main challenges associated with using coated fibers for this application. First, twisting, bending, knitting, and weaving often lead to the active material flaking off from the fiber, resulting in a decrease in conductivity. Second, increasing active mass loading often leads to restacking of MXene sheets, hindering the diffusion of ions and reducing electrochemical performance. As such, there is interest in embedding MXene flakes into fibers and forming integrated MXene fiber composites. To the best of our knowledge, only three works have been published on this topic to date.

Fiber processing methods commonly used to incorporate nanomaterials into nano- and micro-scale fibers include wet-spinning, electrospinning, and melt-spinning. These methods have their own merits, producing fibers of various architectures (core–shell, bilobal, composite, etc.) with different properties. Electrospinning is a simple, versatile, and cost-effective method for producing nonwoven mats of nanoscale fibers and has been used extensively to incorporate nanomaterials into fibers with tunable properties, such as fiber diameter and fiber orientation. These free-standing composite nanofibers are attractive for energy storage applications, as their high specific surface area can be used to promote...
ion adsorption and their porosity allows easy access of electrolyte ions. However, one of the challenges of electrospinning composite solutions containing particles or two-dimensional materials is that agglomeration or restacking of sheets may cause beading or inconsistencies across the fiber mat. Thus, it is critical to achieve a stable homogenous solution for electrospinning, which is essential for large scale device fabrication, such as supercapacitors.

Supercapacitors (SCs) are promising energy storage devices for wearable applications, as they have a long cycle life and can be made using non-toxic materials. There are two categories of SCs: electrical double layer capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors, and they differ by their energy storage mechanisms. EDLCs store charge through the adsorption of ions on the surface of the electrode material, whereas pseudocapacitors store charge through fast redox reactions. Polyacrylonitrile (PAN), a carbon-precursor, is one of the most common polymers used in electrospinning to prepare electrodes for EDLCs due to its high carbon yield and ease of spinning. However, the capacitive performance of pure PAN-derived carbon nanofibers (CNFs) is limited. By adding capacitive carbon materials, like graphene and carbon nanotubes, and pseudocapacitive transition metal oxides, such as MnO₂, to the spinning dope, researchers have developed electrospun PAN composite nanofibers with enhanced electrochemical performance. For instance, Zhou et al. produced electrospun graphene/CNFs and the capacitance retention improved with the addition of graphene relative to pure CNFs. Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene offers a higher conductivity than MnO₂ and many other pseudocapacitive materials and thus is a promising candidate for improving the electrochemical performance of carbon nanofibers. To our knowledge, only two studies have been published on electrospinning MXene, and both works resulted in low MXene loading (<1 wt% in solution), which is not sufficient for supercapacitor applications.

In this work, electrospinning is used as a simple method to embed Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene within carbon nanofibers. Flexible nonwoven mats of nanofibers are produced with up to 35 wt% Ti₃C₂Tₓ and the structure of Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene is maintained during the carbonization treatment. These freestanding electrospun mats are used as electrodes in supercapacitors, demonstrating enhanced electrochemical performance relative to pure carbon nanofibers.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Preparation of electrospinning solution

The schematic representation shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the process of electrospinning Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene/PAN nanofibers and subsequently carbonizing PAN to produce MXene/carbon composite fibers. Prior to introducing MXene into the electrospinning solution, experiments were conducted to determine the minimum concentration of PAN needed to form homogenous, bead-free fibers, and 8 wt% PAN was chosen for this work. DMF was selected as the solvent for preparing Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene/PAN solutions because DMF is commonly used for electrospinning pure PAN fibers due to its high vapor pressure and it has been previously demonstrated that Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene disperses well in DMF. As shown in Fig. S1, solutions of MXene/PAN in DMF were homogenous after stirring at room temperature overnight, and films produced via vacuum-assisted filtration (VAF) show a layered morphology. It should be noted that the conductivity of Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene was greatly reduced after dispersing in DMF, likely due to the suppression of inter-flake electron hopping when large molecules intercalate between layers of MXene flakes. For future work, other organic solvents with smaller molecular diameters, such as ethanol, should be considered for electrospinning MXene.

Prior to electrospinning, Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene flakes were probe sonicated to produce monodisperse colloidal solutions with flake sizes similar to the diameter of pure PAN fibers, which range from 150–300 nm. Before sonication, as-synthesized Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene flakes were polydisperse, with flake sizes ranging from 100 nm up to 8 μm. After probe sonication, dynamic light scattering (DLS) showed that the lateral dimension of 80% of MXene flakes in DMF was approximately 300 nm. These values are in agreement with TEM observations (Fig. S2†).

2.2 Composition and morphology of electrospun MXene/PAN fibers

Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene composite fibers were successfully electrospun with up to 16 wt% MXene in the electrospinning solution, as shown in Fig. 2. No beading was observed across the fiber mats. The mats are freestanding (Fig. 3a) and easily wrapped around a tube, demonstrating their flexibility (Fig. 3b). Between 0 to 16 wt% MXene, there is a gradual change in the color of the resulting electrospun mats, from a white fiber mat produced from 0 wt% MXene solutions, to a black mat produced from 10 and 16 wt% Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene solutions (Fig. 3a).

As shown in Fig. 2f, the average fiber diameter increased as a function of Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene concentration, from 179 ± 33 nm to 958 ± 190 nm for pure PAN fibers and 16 wt% Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene fibers, respectively. SEM images reveal that at lower Ti₃C₂Tₓ concentrations, the minimum concentration of PAN needed to form homogenous, bead-free fibers, and 8 wt% PAN was chosen for this work. DMF was selected as the solvent for preparing Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene/PAN solutions because DMF is commonly used for electrospinning pure PAN fibers due to its high vapor pressure and it has been previously demonstrated that Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene disperses well in DMF. As shown in Fig. S1, solutions of MXene/PAN in DMF were homogenous after stirring at room temperature overnight, and films produced via vacuum-assisted filtration (VAF) show a layered morphology. It should be noted that the conductivity of Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene was greatly reduced after dispersing in DMF, likely due to the suppression of inter-flake electron hopping when large molecules intercalate between layers of MXene flakes. For future work, other organic solvents with smaller molecular diameters, such as ethanol, should be considered for electrospinning MXene.

Prior to electrospinning, Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene flakes were probe sonicated to produce monodisperse colloidal solutions with flake sizes similar to the diameter of pure PAN fibers, which range from 150–300 nm. Before sonication, as-synthesized Ti₃C₂Tₓ MXene flakes were polydisperse, with flake sizes ranging from 100 nm up to 8 μm. After probe sonication, dynamic light scattering (DLS) showed that the lateral dimension of 80% of MXene flakes in DMF was approximately 300 nm. These values are in agreement with TEM observations (Fig. S2†).
MXene concentrations, the fibers are less uniform with MXene flakes protruding from the fiber surfaces (Fig. 2b). At higher MXene concentrations (16 wt%), MXene flakes are interconnected along the fiber axis, increasing the fiber diameter and uniformity. At 16 wt%, as-spun MXene/PAN composite fibers are highly resistive, showing resistance values in MΩ. Beyond 16 wt% Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene in the spinning solution, fibers started to stand up off of the collector plate. This phenomenon is often seen when electrospinning conducting materials, like intrinsically conducting polymers. When electrospinning conducting solutions, excess charges in the polymer jet dissipate quickly to the collector plate, inducing opposite charges to the collector and resulting in fiber lift-off.²⁹

![Fig. 2](image_url)  
**Fig. 2** Morphology of electrospun Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene/PAN fibers. SEM images of electrospun PAN fibers with increasing concentration of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene in the electrospinning solution: (a) 0 wt%, (b) 2 wt%, (c) 6 wt%, (d) 10 wt%, (e) 16 wt%; (f) bar chart of average fiber diameters and approximate loading of MXene in the fiber mats.
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**Fig. 3** (a) Optical images of electrospun mats with increasing concentration of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene from 0 to 10 wt%; (b) image of 10 wt% MXene/8 wt% PAN fibers wrapped around a vial, demonstrating the flexibility of the nanofiber mats; (c) and (d) TEM image of a fiber surface (as-spun) produced from a solution of 10 wt% MXene/8 wt% PAN, showing MXene flakes inside of the fiber; (e) TEM image of the fiber cross-section.
The fiber morphology was further investigated using TEM. As shown in Fig. 3c–e, single to few layers of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene flakes are present inside of the fibers. The flakes are shown to be well aligned with the fiber axis (Fig. 3d). Elemental analysis was conducted on fibers electrospun from a solution of 10 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene and 8 wt% PAN using energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). EDS confirmed the presence of Ti in the fibers (Table S1†). X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-spun MXene/PAN fibers (10 wt% MXene) show the (00l) peaks of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene (Fig. 4a). There is no significant shift in the (00l) peaks between the electrospun fiber mat and a free-standing film of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) prepared by vacuum-assisted filtration (VAF) of a Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\)/DMF solution. For example, the (002) peak is centered at 2\(\theta\) of 6.70° and 6.63° for the fibers and film, respectively. This indicates that the spacing between MXene layers is relatively unchanged, despite mixing with PAN. Raman spectra of the as-spun fiber mats (Fig. 4c) show a peak at 208 cm\(^{-1}\), which is observed in Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\) MXene and is attributed to Ti, C and O A\(_{1g}\) vibrations of oxygen-terminated Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\).\(^{30}\)

The thermal stability of the as-spun fiber mats was analyzed for mats produced with 0–16 wt% MXene in the spinning solution (Fig. 4b). A free-standing film prepared by VAF was analyzed for comparison. The fiber samples lost up to 10% of their weight before 200 °C, which can be attributed to the loss of water and DMF in the Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) interlayers and removal of the Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) surface functional groups.\(^{27,31,32}\) The thermal decomposition temperature of PAN increased by approximately 35 °C with the inclusion of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene in the PAN fibers, as designated by a shift in the main mass loss starting at 280 °C for pure PAN fibers. By comparing the percentage of total weight loss of composite fiber mats at 1000 °C to that of pure PAN fiber mats at the same temperature, we can estimate the mass loading of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene in the fiber mats, which is shown in Fig. 2f. Based on these calculations, adding only 2 wt% MXene into the electrospinning solution produces electrospun mats consisting of 11.6 wt% MXene. The maximum loading achieved in the fiber mats was 35.3 wt%, which was prepared by electrospinning a solution with 16 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene and 8 wt% PAN.

2.3 Carbonization of MXene/PAN nanofiber mats

For use as supercapacitor electrodes, the as-spun Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene/PAN composite fibers were subjected to heat treatments to carbonize PAN. Since heating Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene at higher temperatures can lead to phase transformation and formation of TiC,\(^{33}\) XRD and Raman spectroscopy studies were conducted to determine the optimal heat treatment for carbonizing PAN, while maintaining the structure of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene within the fibers. All carbonized samples were stabilized in air at 280 °C to

![Fig. 4](image-url) (a) XRD patterns of 10 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene/8 wt% PAN nanofibers (labeled 10 wt% MXene) and a Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene film prepared by vacuum-assisted filtration (VAF); (b) TGA curves of PAN nanofibers with various loadings of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene in the electrospinning solution (0 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene to 16 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene in the electrospinning solution); (c) Raman spectra of 10 wt% Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene/8 wt% PAN nanofibers before (labeled 10 wt% MXene) and after carbonization at 800 °C for 1 h (labeled M\(_{10}\)CNF800), \(\lambda = 633\) nm for as-spun samples, and 488 nm for carbonized samples. Right panels show magnified spectra.
transform PAN into the stabilized ladder structure before carbonization under argon (Ar). The samples are labeled according to the weight percent of MXene in the electro-spinning solution and the temperature and duration of the carbonization treatment. For instance, M10CNF8001 refers to 10 wt% Ti3C2T x MXene/PAN fibers that were carbonized at 800 °C under Ar for 1 h. As shown in Fig. 5a, fibers heated at 600 °C show the (002) peak of Ti3C2T x MXene, confirming that the layered structure of Ti3C2T x MXene was maintained during the carbonization treatment. However, TiC cubic is present in the fibers heated at 800 °C for 1 h. This is clear from the missing peak at 2θ = 60° in the XRD patterns (Fig. 4c) and the formation of peaks at 36.1°, (111) peak, and 41.9°, (200) peak, in the XRD pattern (Fig. 5a).25 These peaks begin to emerge after heating the fiber mats at 700 °C for 1 h. These results are in agreement with previous works on the thermal stability of Ti3C2T x, which show that Ti3C2 sheets are stable up to 800 °C under Ar atmosphere, with only small quantities of TiC and TiO2 present and a disappearance of surface functional groups (–OH and –F).35,36

As shown in Fig. 5b, the fibers remain intact after the heat treatment, with no noticeable fiber breakage. For all mats, the average fiber diameter decreased after carbonization. For example, the average fiber diameter decreased from 179 ± 33 nm to 116 ± 20 nm for pure PAN fibers carbonized at 800 °C and from 499 ± 94 nm to 420 ± 83 nm for M10CNF6001 fibers. Composite fiber electrodes maintain their flexibility after carbonization, as shown in Fig. 5c, which demonstrates their potential application in wearable devices.

### 2.4 Electrochemical characterization of MXene/carbon nanofiber mats

The electrochemical behavior of the electrospun fibers was analyzed in a three-electrode setup using 1 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4) as the electrolyte. Nyquist plots for fibers undergoing various heat treatments are shown in Fig. 6a. There are distinct differences between electrodes in both the high and low frequency regimes. In the high frequency regime, the most noteworthy difference is between the pure-carbon fibers (CNF8001) and the 10 wt% Ti3C2T x MXene composite fibers heated at 800 °C for 1 h (M10CNF8001) (inset, Fig. 6a). The diameter of the semicircle dictates the resistance of ions as the migrate at the interface of the electrode and electrolyte phases. The pure-carbon fibers show a larger semi-circle in this region, indicating greater charge transfer resistance for this electrode than the composite electrode, M10CNF8001. The lack of any noticeable semi-circle in the high frequency regime of M10CNF8001 fibers indicates that there is little to no charge transfer resistance. The low frequency regime reveals that pure carbon fibers possess faster ion transport than the composite fibers, as indicated by the slope of the straight line. This is likely due to two factors. First, ions cannot diffuse through MXene flakes, only around them, resulting in slower ion diffusion. Second, significant differences in fiber diameter may influence the diffusion kinetics. Comparing the composite fibers carbonized at different temperatures (600, 700, and 800 °C), electrodes carbonized at higher temperatures have faster ion diffusion due to smaller fiber diameter and increased conductivity of carbon and MXene after heat treatment. Additionally, electrodes carbonized for longer durations, 6 h instead of 1 or 2 h, show faster ion diffusion and lower resistance.

Representative cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the composite fiber electrodes are shown in Fig. 6b. From the shape of the CV profiles at 5 mV s−1, it is clear that higher carbonization temperatures and longer durations leads to a more rectangular CV. Electrodes carbonized at 700 °C (Fig. 6c) and above, or 600 °C for 6 h, show rectangular curves. It is important to note that the voltage window of these composite electrodes, −0.3 to 0.6 V (Fig. S3A†), is different than that of pure Ti3C2T x MXene electrodes. Ti3C2T x MXene electrodes typically operate between
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**Fig. 5** (a) XRD patterns of Ti3C2T x MXene composite fibers before and after carbonization treatments; (b) SEM image of 8 wt% PAN fibers carbonized at 800 °C for 1 h (top), and 10 wt% Ti3C2T x MXene/8 wt% PAN fibers carbonized at 600 °C for 1 h (M10CNF6001) (bottom); (c) image of 10 wt% Ti3C2T x MXene/8 wt% PAN fibers carbonized at 700 °C for 1 h (M10CNF7001) wrapped around a vial, demonstrating the flexibility of the fiber mat after carbonization.
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−0.7 to 0.3 V in a three-electrode set-up in an aqueous electrolyte with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode. We hypothesize that for these composite nanofibers, carbon provides protection, allowing the electrodes to operate at a higher positive potential. These results are similar to previous works on MXene/carbon composites, including MXene/rGO wet-spun fibers, which operated between 0–0.8 V in 1 M H₂SO₄ with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode.¹¹ The highest areal capacitance, 239 mF cm⁻² at 10 mV s⁻¹, was achieved with fibers carbonized at 800 °C for 1 h (the fibers containing TiC). The capacitance of pure carbon fiber mats carbonized under the same conditions reached 75 mF cm⁻² at 10 mV s⁻¹. All of the fiber electrodes outperformed pure carbon fiber mats at low scan rates (Fig. 6d).

To better understand the kinetics of the electrodes and the charge storage mechanisms, b-values were obtained at different potentials. The charge stored in an electrode material can be separated into two distinct components, a non-diffusion limited component (b = 1) and a diffusion-controlled component (b = 0.5). The capacitive component is due to the adsorption of ions and faradaic charge-transfer processes with exposed surface atoms. The diffusion-controlled component is due to diffusion-controlled intercalation processes. The relationship between the current (i) and the scan rate (ν) is given by the power law

$$i = aν^b;$$  

where a and b are adjustable parameters. The b-value is obtained by plotting log(i) versus log(ν). The b-values for mats carbonized at 700 °C for 1 h and 6 h are shown in Fig. 6e. The b-values are above 0.9 for all potentials below 0.5 V for mats carbonized for 6 h, indicating the mechanism of charge storage is predominately not diffusion controlled. However, mats carbonized at this temperature for only 1 h show b-values 0.5–0.75 V. This indicates that samples carbonized for longer durations at 700 °C provide superior rate capability. The MX10CNF7006 electrode and a pure carbon electrode (CNF8001) were cycled for 10 000 cycles, revealing stable performance at 50 mV s⁻¹ (Fig. 6f). The composite fibers remain intact after cycling (Fig. S3B†). It was observed that the testing environment (temperature and humidity) greatly affected the cycling performance of the electrodes (Fig. S3C†). Thus, the electrodes were tested under constant environmental conditions to eliminate this effect.

Comparison between the capacitance of these MXene composite fibers and corresponding literature is shown in Fig. S4B and Table S2. Considering the high specific mass of MXene/CNFs relative to pure CNFs, the gravimetric capacitance was much lower for the composite fibers than pure CNFs. However, for wearable applications, areal capacitance is more practical. Compared with MXene-coated electrospun PCL fibers, these composite fibers have twice the areal capacitance.
at 10 mV s\(^{-1}\). The areal capacitance of \(M_{14}CNF800\) at 10 mV s\(^{-1}\) is also twice that of carbide-derived carbon nanofelts prepared by electrospinning TiC followed by carothermal reduction (239 mF cm\(^{-2}\) and 110 mF cm\(^{-2}\), respectively).\(^{15}\)

### 3 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple method to incorporate Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene into carbon nanofiber mats. Using electrospinning as the fiber production method and optimizing heat treatments, MXene flakes were embedded into carbon nanofibers to produce freestanding fiber mats with high surface area. When employed as a binder-free electrode for supercapacitors, higher areal capacitance is achieved in comparison to pure carbon nanofibers. The electrodes exhibit areal capacitance of up to 244 mF cm\(^{-2}\). While electrospinning of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene is a promising method for incorporating MXene flakes into nanoscale fibers for wearable energy storage devices, it is expected that MXene-based nanofibers will have applications beyond energy storage, including filtration and electrocatalysis.

### 4 Experimental section

#### 4.1 Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene synthesis

To selectively etch Al from Ti\(_3\)AlC\(_2\), 3 g of Ti\(_3\)AlC\(_2\) MAX phase (Carbon-Ukraine) with mesh size \(\approx 45 \mu m\) was slowly added to 60 mL of etchant containing a mixture of 9 M HCl, 49% HF, and deionized water in a volumetric ratio of 6 : 1 : 3. The solution was stirred on hot plate for 24 h. The multilayer Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene was washed repeatedly with deionized water by centrifugation at 3500 rpm until the pH reached neutral. Next, Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene was delaminated using 1 g of LiCl in 50 mL of water and stirred for 4 h. The solution was washed repeatedly with deionized water by centrifugation at 3500 rpm and the product was collected. To use the product for electrospinning, the solvent (deionized water) was exchanged with dimethylformamide (DMF) by repeated centrifugation (five washes) at 9000 rpm.

#### 4.2 Electrospinning solution preparation

Colloidal solutions of Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene in DMF were probe sonicated for 4 h at an amplitude of 50% and pulse ratio of 80 : 20. After sonication, the solutions were centrifuged at 9000 rpm for 20 min and the Ti\(_3\)C\(_2\)T\(_x\) MXene sediment was collected. The sediment was added to 8 wt% PAN in DMF to produce solutions with MXene concentrations up to 20 wt%. Solutions were stirred overnight at room temperature until PAN was fully dissolved.

#### 4.3 Fabrication of MXene/PAN nanofibers and carbonization procedure

Electrospinning solutions were loaded into a plastic syringe and capped with a 21 G metal needle. A positive voltage (10–20 kV) was applied to the needle tip and a copper collector plate covered with aluminum foil was grounded. The distance between the needle tip and the collector ranged from 8–12 cm, and the infusion rate was between 0.3–1 mL h\(^{-1}\). All samples were electrospun below 30% relative humidity. The resulting electrospun mats were either used as-spun or carbonized. Samples that were carbonized were first stabilized in air at 280 °C for 1 h at a ramp rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) and subsequently carbonized under argon at a ramp rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\) at various temperatures (up to 800 °C) for up to 6 h.

#### 4.4 Characterization

SEM images were taken with a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM Zeiss VP5 Supra) equipped with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy. Fiber samples were sputter coated with platinum/palladium at 40 mA for 40 s (Cressington Scientific 108 Auto, Watford, UK) before imaging. ImageJ software was used to measure fiber diameter. Fifty fibers were measured for each sample and the average fiber diameter was reported. The structure of the composite fibers was analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL-2100, Japan) at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra were acquired using a powder diffractometer (Rigaku Smart Lab, USA) with Cu Kz radiation at a step size of 0.03° with 0.5 s dwelling time. All samples were dried at ambient temperatures before characterization. Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Renishaw in-Via Raman confocal microscope with air-cooled CCD detector. The magnification used was 50× and the laser wavelength was 488 nm for carbonized samples and 633 for as-spun samples. Spectra were collected with acquisition time of 120 s 3 times. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on an SDT Q600 (TA Instruments) in helium at a heating rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) to analyze the thermal stability of the samples. MXene flake size was analyzed using Dynamic Light Scattering (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments) and averaged over five measurements.

#### 4.5 Electrochemistry

Electrochemical tests (CV, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and electrochemical cycling) were conducted using a VMP3 electrochemical workstation (BioLogic, France) in a three-electrode set-up with 1 M sulfuric acid (H\(_2\)SO\(_4\)) as the electrolyte. Electrospun mats and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) in 3.5 M KCl were used as the working and reference electrodes, respectively. Activated carbon (~100 µm thick) was used as the counter electrode. Glassy carbon was used as the current collector for the working electrode and the counter electrode. A polypropylene membrane (Celgard, USA) was used as the separator. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed in the frequency range of 200 kHz to 10 mHz at open circuit potential by applying a sinusoidal potential signal with an amplitude of 10 mV. The areal capacitance was calculated by integrating the discharge current of the cyclic voltammograms with respect to time, according to the following equation

\[
C(\text{mF cm}^{-2}) = \left( \frac{\int_{0}^{t} idt}{(V \times A)} \right),
\]

where \(i\) is the discharge current, \(V\) is the voltage, and \(A\) is the area of the electrode.
where \( C \) is the specific capacitance normalized to the geometric area of the electrode, \( t \) is the discharge time, \( i \) is the discharge current (mA), \( V \) is the voltage window, and \( A \) is the area of the electrode (cm\(^2\)), measured using ImageJ software. For reporting the gravimetric capacitance (F g\(^{-1}\)), the specific capacitance was normalized to the mass of the entire electrode.
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